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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The =rst COVID shots rolled out in December 2020, and it didn't take long before doctors and

scientists started warning of possible reproductive effects.

Among them were Janci Chunn Lindsay, Ph.D., director of toxicology and molecular biology for

Toxicology Support Services LLC, who in April 2021 submitted a public comment  to the U.S.

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices

(ACIP), highlighting the high potential for adverse effects on fertility.

I previously interviewed Lindsay in 2021. That article is not updated with the new information, but

the interview (above) is a good primer for the information she shares below. In many ways, she

predicted what we are now observing.

She stressed there's credible evidence that the COVID shots may cross-react with syncytin and

reproductive genes in sperm, ova and placenta in ways that might impair reproductive outcomes.

"We could potentially be sterilizing an entire generation," she warned.

Lindsay also pointed out that reports of signi=cant menstrual irregularities and vaginal

hemorrhaging in women who received the injections by then already numbered in the thousands,

and that this too was a safety signal that should not be ignored.

4 in 10 COVID-Jabbed Women Report Menstrual Irregularities

As it turns out, early reports of menstrual irregularities were not a Vuke. More recent investigations

have con=rmed that, indeed, many women experience menstrual irregularities after the shots. As

reported by NBC News in mid-July 2022:

"An analysis  published Friday in the journal Science Advances found that 42% of people

with regular menstrual cycles said they bled more heavily than usual after vaccination.

Meanwhile, 44% reported no change and around 14% reported a lighter period.

Among nonmenstruating people — those post-menopause or who use certain long-term

contraceptives, for example — the study suggests many experienced breakthrough or

unexpected bleeding after their COVID shots."

Other categories of people reporting abnormal breakthrough bleeding included 39% of those on

gender-a^rming hormone treatments, 71% of women on long-acting contraceptives and 66% of

postmenopausal women.

Older women, those who used hormonal contraception, had been pregnant previously, or had

diagnoses of endometriosis, =broids or polycystic ovarian syndrome were more likely to experience

heavier bleeding than normal after their shots.

Are Menstrual Irregularities Inconsequential?

It's worth noting that the COVID trials did not ask female participants about their menses, and didn't

collect any data on reproductive impacts. Yet, despite this clear lack of data collection, the o^cial

narrative is that everything is =ne — the shots are safe and won't impact fertility.

Just how do they know? They don't, and that's what makes such claims so egregious. Making

matters worse, media reporting these =ndings continue to insist that post-jab menstrual

irregularities are "normal" and not a sign that reproductive capacity is being impacted. For example,

Science writes:

"Clarifying the issue is vital. 'It's important to know about,' says Victoria Male, a

reproductive immunologist at Imperial College London. 'Let's say you got the vaccine and

the next day you felt really dreadful the way some people do.'

If you hadn't been informed of the chance of fever, muscle aches, and other effects that

quickly dissipate, 'you would be really worried,' she said. Illuminating the chance of

menstrual irregularities and conOrming they aren't a health risk also helps combat

widespread misinformation that COVID-19 vaccines impair fertility, Male and others say."

Again, no one knows whether the shots affect fertility or not for the simple fact that it hasn't been

studied. No study means no data, which means no knowledge. It's that simple. Any claims to the

contrary are based on pure guesswork, and guessing is not science.

And, while a woman's menstrual cycle can Vuctuate, abrupt changes have historically not been

brushed off as inconsequential. On the contrary, suddenly abnormal menses has been listed as a

potential sign of things like:

Uterine and/or cervical cancer

Bleeding disorders

Thyroid dysfunction and/or pituitary disorders affecting your hormonal balance

Infection and/or disease

Perimenopause

Menstrual Cycle Length Is Also Affected

Research  published April 1, 2022, in the journal Obstetrics and Gynecology, also found an

association between the COVID jab and changes in menstrual cycle length. The change was small

— about one day shorter than pre-injection after the second dose — and was not deemed to be of

any great concern. Still, in my mind, the change indicates that something is happening. The

question is what?

Infection Can Suppress Ovarian Function

Some investigators have suggested the menstrual irregularities seen in female COVID patients and

the COVID-jabbed alike may be attributed to an immune response to the spike protein.

Back in January 2021, a Chinese study  published in Reproductive BioMedicine Online found that

28% of unvaccinated women of reproductive age diagnosed with COVID-19 had a change in the

length of their cycle, 19% had prolonged cycles and 25% had a change in menstrual blood volume.

The researchers hypothesized that "the menstruation changes of these patients might be the

consequence of transient sex hormone changes" caused by a temporary suppression of ovarian

function during infection.

Dr. Natalie Crawford, a fertility specialist, has suggested that the menstrual irregularities seen in

female COVID-19 patients may be linked to a cellular immunity response, and since the COVID shot

instructs your body to make the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, which your immune system then

responds to, the effects of the jab may be similar to the natural infection.  In a 2021 BMJ editorial,

Male, quoted by Science above, presented a similar view:

"Menstrual changes have been reported after both mRNA and adenovirus vectored COVID-

19 vaccines, suggesting that, if there is a connection, it is likely to be a result of the

immune response to vaccination rather than a speciOc vaccine component. Vaccination

against human papillomavirus (HPV) has also been associated with menstrual changes.

... Biologically plausible mechanisms linking immune stimulation with menstrual changes

include immunological inXuences on the hormones driving the menstrual cycle or effects

mediated by immune cells in the lining of the uterus, which are involved in the cyclical

build-up and breakdown of this tissue. Research exploring a possible association between

COVID-19 vaccines and menstrual changes may also help understand the mechanism."

That doesn't mean menstrual irregularities are of no consequence, though. After all, it appears

we're dealing with a manmade virus, and the mRNA in the shot that programs for spike protein

production is genetically engineered on top of that.

Perhaps this is why a greater percentage of women report menstrual irregularities following the

COVID jab, compared to the percentage of women who experience irregularities following natural

infection?

It may also be worth looking into the parallels between the blood clotting disorders reported — both

in some COVID-19 cases and post-COVID-19 jab — and Von Willebrand disease,  a chronic

condition that prevents normal blood clotting, thus resulting in excessively heavy periods.

Miscarriages, Fetal Deaths and Stillbirths Have Skyrocketed

Menstrual irregularities aren't the only safety signal. Miscarriages, fetal deaths and stillbirths have

also risen after the rollout of the COVID shots. In November 2021, Lions Gate Hospital in North

Vancouver, British Columbia (BC), delivered an astonishing 13 stillborn babies in a 24-hour period,

and all of the mothers had received the COVID jab.

In a typical month, there may be one stillborn baby at the hospital, making 13 stillbirths in 24 hours

highly unusual. Scotland has also experienced an unusual rise in infant death rates. During

September 2021, at least 21 babies under 4 weeks old died — a rate of 4.9 per 1,000 births.

Historically, the average death rate among newborns in Scotland is about 2 per 1,000 births.

Yet, despite stillbirths going up after the introduction of the COVID jabs — as opposed to rising

beforehand — studies linking stillbirths to SARS-CoV-2 infection have been used to encourage

pregnant women to get the shot.

So, basically, it's been discovered that the infection itself can cause stillbirth (and we know the

spike protein of the virus is the part that causes most of the problems), yet they want you to believe

that the spike protein produced by the shot will somehow have a protective impact on pregnancy.

This line of reasoning falls apart even further when you consider that scientists are now saying

post-jab menstrual irregularities are likely due to immune responses that arise in response to both

the virus and the jab. If that's true, then why would the COVID shot not also be able to cause

stillbirths to the same or greater degree than the virus?

There Are No Data to Support COVID Jab for Pregnant Women

Health o^cials are adamant that pregnant women get a COVID-19 injection, but the data don't

support its safety. The CDC-sponsored study  published in The New England Journal of Medicine

(NEJM) that was widely used to support the U.S. recommendation for pregnant women to get

injected was corrected in October 2021, with the correction stating:

"In the table footnotes, the following content should have been appended to the double

dagger footnote:

'No denominator was available to calculate a risk estimate for spontaneous abortions,

because at the time of this report, follow-up through 20 weeks was not yet available for

905 of the 1224 participants vaccinated within 30 days before the Orst day of the last

menstrual period or in the Orst trimester. Furthermore, any risk estimate would need to

account for gestational week-speciOc risk of spontaneous abortion.'"

COVID Jab Affects Male Fertility Too

Other recent research  has found the P=zer COVID jab also "temporarily impairs semen

concentration and motile count" in men. As noted by the authors:

"The development of COVID-19 vaccinations represents a notable scientiOc achievement.

Nevertheless, concerns have been raised regarding their possible detrimental impact on

male fertility ...

Thirty-seven SD [semen donors] from three sperm banks that provided 216 samples were

included in that retrospective longitudinal multicenter cohort study. BNT162b2 vaccination

included two doses, and vaccination completion was scheduled 7 days after the second

dose.

The study included four phases: T0 — pre-vaccination baseline control, which

encompassed 1–2 initial samples per SD; T1, T2 and T3 — short, intermediate, and long

terms evaluations, respectively. Each included 1-3 semen samples per donor provided 15-

45, 75-125 and over 145 days after vaccination completion, respectively ...

Repetitive measurements revealed −15.4% sperm concentration decrease on T2 (CI

−25.5%-3.9%, p = 0.01) leading to total motile count 22.1% reduction (CI −35% – −6.6%, p =

0.007) compared to T0.

Similarly, analysis of Orst semen sample only and samples' mean per donor resulted in

concentration and total motile count (TMC) reductions on T2 compared to T0 — median

decline of 12 million/ml and 31.2 million motile spermatozoa, respectively ... on Orst

sample evaluation and median decline of 9.5 × 10  and 27.3 million motile spermatozoa ...

on samples' mean examination. T3 evaluation demonstrated overall recovery without ...

This longitudinal study focused on SD demonstrates selective temporary sperm

concentration and TMC deterioration 3 months after vaccination followed by later recovery

veriOed by diverse statistical analyses."

As with women's menstrual problems, the authors blame these adverse effects in men on a

"systemic immune response" to the COVID shot. However, while they claim men's' reproductive

capacity will recover in about three months, this could still be a tremendous problem.

Remember, the mRNA shots are recommended at three-month intervals for the original series, and

boosters are now being recommended at varying intervals thereafter. If you destroy a man's sperm

for three months every time he gets a COVID shot, you're signi=cantly reducing the probability of

him fathering a child for a good part of any given year.

Massive Depopulation Underway

Whether accidental or intentional, the fact of the matter is that we're now seeing an abrupt drop in

live births along with an equally sudden rise in excess deaths among adults. The end result will be

a reduction in the global population.

That seems inevitable at this point, and the timing of these trends correspond with the release of

these experimental COVID gene transfer injections. For example, Germany recently released data

showing a 10% decline in birth rate during the =rst quarter of 2022.

germany =rst quarter births by year 2011 - 2022

The live birth rate graph for Sweden looks much the same:

live births sweden jan - april 2019 - 2022

Other countries are also seeing unexpected birth rate reductions, nine months after the start of the

mass vaccination campaign against COVID. Between January and April 2022, Switzerland's birth

rate was 15% lower than expected, the U.K.'s was down by 10% and Taiwan's was down 23%.

“ In the five countries with the highest COVID jab
uptake, fertility has dropped by an average of
15.2%, whereas the five countries with the lowest
COVID jab uptake have seen an average reduction
of just 4.66%.”

In a July 5, 2022, Counter Signal article, Mike Campbell reported concerns expressed by Hungarian

MP Dúró Dóra during a Parliamentary speech:

"In January this year, something happened that has not happened for decades. The birth

rate fell by 20% compared to the same period last year. And what is even more worrying is

that the fertility has also fallen — something not seen since 2011 ...

[A] researcher at the KRTK Institute of Economics points out that this drastic decline came

just nine months after the COVID mass vaccinations began in Hungary."

After looking into further, Campbell discovered that in the =ve countries with the highest COVID jab

uptake, fertility has dropped by an average of 15.2%, whereas the =ve countries with the lowest

COVID jab uptake have seen an average reduction of just 4.66%.

The U.S. is also showing signs of a drop in live births. Provisional data from North Dakota shows a

10% decline in February 2022, 13% reduction in March and an 11% reduction in April, compared to

the corresponding months in 2021.  Below is a chart from Birth Gauge  on Twitter comparing live

birth data for 2021 and 2022 in a large number of countries.

Take Responsibility for Your Health

At this time, women are not being warned about the risks for miscarriage, menstrual irregularities

and the potential for fertility problems and stillbirths, even though all of these safety signals are

glaringly obvious. As obstetrician-gynecologist specialist, Dr. James Thorp, told The Epoch Times

in April 2022:

"I've seen many, many, many complications in pregnant women, in moms and in fetuses, in

children, offspring, fetal death, miscarriage, death of the fetus inside the mom… What I've

seen in the last two years is unprecedented."

Tragically, doctors are under a worldwide gag order. They steer patients away from the COVID shot

at the risk of losing their medical license. This puts patients in an incredibly risky situation, as most

rely on their doctors to tell them the truth. Few expect doctors to lie or hide life saving information

from them simply to protect their own career. So, we're in unprecedented times in more ways than

one.

What this means is that you have no choice, really, but to do your own research and gauge the risks

as best you can. There are tons of data out there — data that the mainstream media won't touch,

and if they do, they still insist adverse events aren't a sign of danger. In such situations, you simply

have to put on your thinking cap and think it through for yourself.

As of July 15, 2022, the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) had logged

1,350,947 adverse event reports following the COVID jab, including 29,635 deaths,  and there's

evidence that reports are being deleted from the system by the thousands. You can learn more

about that in "Thousands of Deaths and Adverse Reactions Deleted From VAERS."

The safety signals coming from the COVID jabs exceed anything else in medical history. No drug or

vaccine has ever been associated with as many injuries and deaths, including harm to the unborn.

At this point, it appears we're looking at a certain depopulation event. The question then is, are you

willing to accept the risks? Are you willing to risk your fertility, even if only temporarily? Are you

willing to risk the life of your baby? Are you willing to risk your own? If not, the answer is simple.

Don't take the jab, and if you've already taken one or two (or three), never take another.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,888 ratings

ORDER NOW
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IMHO, population reduction is not simply a by-product of these jabs, it is their main goal. When 'experts' say with a straight face that the

jabs are effective and are working as designed, they are being absolutely truthful because they have been designed as and are working

well as depopulation bioweapons.
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This is precisely the word games played by a corporate mentality of Let the Buyer Beware. There are no proper choices to be made

by us when there is no data available to make them. The Devil Bill Rockefeller method of promoting one side of the coin, the lie as

the truth, while the negative consequences to us are not to be seen - until too late.
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Genocide and planned control, worldwide Corona Crisis: Destroying Civil Society, Engineered Economic Depression, Global Coup

d’tat and the “Great Reset”. One expert noted that clearly the medical authorities do not care if the vaccine is killing people, and the

deaths are consistent with Bill Gates/World Economic Forum's intention to reduce the world's population. However, an intermediate

goal is to transition to vaccine passport and thus population control with rewards and punishments like the Chinese Social Credit

System.

This allows controlled populations to be scapegoats for the chaos caused by depopulation. The WarRoom/DailyClout P=zer

Document Research Volunteers, a group of 3,000 highly credentialed physicians, RNs, biostatisticians, medical fraud investigators,

laboratory clinicians, and research scientists, have been producing report after report, to tell the world what it is in the 55,000

internal P=zer documents that the FDA had asked a court to keep secret for 75 years. By court order, these documents were

forcibly disclosed.

And our experts are serving humanity by reading these documents and explaining them in layman's terms. The lies revealed are

impressive. P=zer learned in May 2021 that the hearts of 35 minors had been damaged a week after the MRNA injection, but the

FDA implemented the EUA for adolescents a month later anyway, and the parents did not receive a press release from the

government. of the US on heart damage until August 2021, after thousands of adolescents were vaccinated.
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P=zer, and thus the FDA, knew that, contrary to what highly paid spokespeople and bought doctors were assuring people, that

spike protein lodges in the liver, spleen, adrenal glands, lymph nodes, and, if woman, in the ovaries. Adverse events recorded in

internal P=zer documents are completely different from those reported on the CDC website or advertised by corrupt doctors,

medical organizations, and hospitals. People who have tried to raise any of these issues have been disquali=ed, reprimanded by

the president, called crazy, and severely punished. www.lewrockwell.com/2022/07/lew-rockwell/the-covid-vaccine-plot/  (July 25,

2022) www.globalresearch.ca/the-2020-worldwide-corona-crisis-destroying-civi..  (July 21, 2022)
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You are totally correct. The main goal of all of Bill Gates spending on his and the WHO global vaccination agenda has been

focused on causing "sterility" because abortions have not reduced the population fast enough for Bill Gates. His father was a

eugenicist and Gates is one too. His work in this area is precisely why he is wanted by the government of India and some other

African nations. He deceived the governments to use his vaccines to harm the reproductive status of the young people of those

countries. He is far worse than even Hitler and the Nazi's. Pandora's Box has been opened by the mRNA death serums. The results

are far from being completely discovered.
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Thank you Gui, there it is as nearly always right there in plain sight. Hidden by Legacy Media the full picture, the total context of

who and what Bill Gates is & why he is such a good partner with the WEF. His involvement in the early versions of the Jab/s in

Africa is the smoking gun ignored by Globally Corporate owned Legacy Media. There can be no context to compare when

information is killed before it can be found or buried if it is already known. As you're pointing out, the Predator$ create a problem

than dictate a solution that never addresses the problem, only to insist on more negative solutions.

Said it before and saying it again - a post from Gui is better than that =rst cup of coffee in the morning - all the best to Gui! Maxxon,

it is stunning how many people are unaware of the India, Africa disaster, the ferret studies should have killed the Jab/s before the

test run in India/Africa. Legacy Media didn't address it as it needed to be at the time and have ignored it during this Predator$

culling of the reckless breeder, useless eater, unwashed. But the Legacy Media works for Predator$ & their whims, don't they.
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Thanks Just, coffee, cocoa and tea, a miraculous triplet, Quite the opposite: antibiotics and vaccines a suicide weapon. 80% of

COVID patients received antibiotics in 2020, CDC says. According to the CDC, “During the =rst year of the pandemic, more than

29,400 people died from antimicrobial-resistant infections commonly associated with healthcare. Of these, nearly 40% became

infected while in hospital." Nearly 80% of hospitalized COVID-19 patients received an antibiotic, although antibiotics are not helpful

for viral infections, due to the di^culty in distinguishing COVID-19 from pneumonia when patients =rst arrived at the hospital, the

CDC said.

The CDC report noted an increase in the following six "superbug" bacterial infections and two fungal infections, with an overall

increase of 15%: Now the WHO is issuing an 'urgent' call to develop vaccines against antibiotic resistance, as the CDC attributes

the problem to the pandemic. These are the consequences of the disastrous management of this false pandemic that is part of a

planned genocide. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cdc-who-antibiotic-resistant-bacte..  (07/21/22)
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COVID Jabs Impact Both Male and Female Fertility
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

The =rst COVID shots rolled out in December 2020, and it didn’t take long before doctors and scientists started warning of possible

reproductive effects, as the jab may cross-react with syncytin and reproductive genes in sperm, ova and placenta in ways that might impair

reproduction

)

According to one recent investigation, 42% of women with regular menstrual cycles said they bled more heavily than usual after vaccination;

39% of those on gender-a^rming hormone treatments reported breakthrough bleeding, as did 71% of women on long-acting contraceptives

and 66% of postmenopausal women

)

Other recent research has found the P=zer COVID jab impairs semen concentration and motile count in men for about three months)

Miscarriages, fetal deaths and stillbirths have also risen after the rollout of the COVID shots. In November 2021, Lions Gate Hospital in

North Vancouver, British Columbia (BC), delivered 13 stillborn babies in a 24-hour period, and all of the mothers had received the COVID jab

)

Many countries are now reporting sudden declines in live birth rates, including Germany, the U.K., Taiwan, Hungary and Sweden. In the =ve

countries with the highest COVID jab uptake, fertility has dropped by an average of 15.2%, whereas the =ve countries with the lowest COVID

jab uptake have seen an average decline of just 4.66%
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juststeve
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Good points Gui, as Kennedy stated up to the sixties into the early seventies the most troublesome dis-eases were brought down

by antibiotics. (Used by the Rockefeller Medical Ma=a to imply anything they brought to the public was a miracle cure, remendy.) It

was outlier die-eases while in far lower numbers that the NIAID Fauci took over fairly soon after it was formed were supposed to

study to see what causes, or remedies may be found. Instead, antibiotics have become so overused they may be totally useless &

we will be back to the days when a blister on your foot can lead to blood poisoning and kill you. A bad tooth, what not. The stuff

outside of antibiotic inVuence has had one thing after another thrown at us while the numbers of those dis-eases continue to

explode.
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MoMac46
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Yes de=nitely depopulation, been working on that for decades with so many crisis - various wars debauchery - demoralising -

diversity - normalising medical mandates. There is nothing they will stop at to ful=ll the plan. Still no accountability. Still getting

away with it.
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SaritaSarah
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Agreed, although I also believe some batches are for AI purposes. Either way, this is the sickest experiment done to people to

date—the sickest in a long line of sick experiments.
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Krofter
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Agree with everyone about the 'why's'. The question then becomes... 'who' is doing this?

 secularheretic.substack.com/.../how-the-few-control-the-many
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Alan, right!!!!!
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rrealrose
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Hi Alan, Gui, everyone, the US Hospital system has been broken along with all other medical systems, due to insane protocols

being followed to obtain compensation and bonus performance payments from Medicare (CMS) or insurance. We have had

scientists at the NIH who do not treat patients or have any frontline duties determining (allowed) protocols to be used (which they

were not authorized to do), that Medicare used as compensation triggers. And hospital administrators seemingly never

complained, just shoved the baloney on to their practicing physicians. Health Care is hopelessly broken, on many levels. Its not

going to recover if hospitals are now major spreaders of anti-bacterial resistant strains. Interiors of some building wings will need

to be disassembled, UV and steam cleaned and reassembled with new material especially when C. auris is involved, at some major

cost. Be well, Stay out of hospitals, everyone!
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Krofter, thanks for your link to the who is involved with this depopulation agenda. In addition to the many minions, think slaves, you

mentioned you did name the Rockefeller and Rothschild families. They are at the top but not alone. We need to have a =reside chat

with them plus the families of Bush, Koch, Krupp, Sabbah, Saud, Tata, and Waltons. There are a few more families that we should

add. While chatting with them we would need a nurse volunteer to give them all the P=zer jab. Maybe two shots and two boosters

all at the same time for good measure.
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otis - That would be an especially appropriate form of justice if all those jabs came from some of the most dangerous lots.
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Krofter, your links intensive overview is outstanding & Otis, your addition's full it out nicely.
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Cabochon
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“.you simply have to put on your thinking cap and think it through for yourself” is beyond the capability of the majority who remain in

symbiotic embrace with their propaganda source in the living room, like a mother suckling her child. Nothing you can do or say will break

that seemingly indestructible bond, except perhaps the harsh reality of the coming =nancial doom, forcing ordinary families into adopting

a survival budget they never anticipated. In the UK at least the wretched annual TV licence might be the =rst to go, to free up cash for

heating and eating. It’s an ill wind as they say. What a wonderful release that would be to free up the minds of the brainwashed into

thinking for themselves instead of being told what to think.

Gradual’ is the way to get the “new normal” accepted and the use of the same words to describe things that are ambiguous - as Dr

Mercola points out in the interview: “when you call them vaccines, it sort of sancti=es them and it gives them the illusion that they're

somewhat similar to the previous vaccines that have been implemented, which I have major problems with.” I have the same problem with

the word “pandemic”. Was it not established early on that there was no pandemic, but only a misappropriated PCR test pandemic?

And yet everywhere there are references to “the pandemic” which by repetition has become an established “fact”. Repeat a lie often

enough and it is accepted as truth. Re population control, could - “Build Back Better” Prince Charles and those four children per royal

family (aka the real useless eaters dependent on the public purse) contribute to depopulation by enforced sterilisation masquerading as a

“vaccine” - see gatesfoundation.org for further information. For us ordinary citizens, the victim mentality leads only to the gates of

Auschwitz.
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@Cabochon, Perfectly penned. Completely agree.
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Television, the neon teat, the baby formula for adults to feed on.
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Evidently; the newest "SMART" TVs all have google and amazon A.I. "assistant" spy chips in them. Not only can they spy on you

24/7; but can also dispense mis/disinformation/propaganda 24/7!
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Randy, bad enough there are few if any ways to get around the snoop vision or snoop phones, it certainly appears all the Smart

Devices are stalkers.
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Indeed. In the face of evidence, they continue hiding their heads in the sand and supporting this evil. I can’t get over how seemingly

intelligent people have been duped.
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It's all a matter of perception. We derive our reality from what we perceive. If what we perceive is false, we form a false reality This

is exactly how and why magic works. Take anyone who lived prior to 1900 and put them in front of a tv and they will tell you it's

magic. Most magicians agree that science is now the most pro=table form of magic being currently performed on the planet.
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Cabochon, I posted this over the weekend, their UK studies are telling even more so than the ones in the above article: DR.

KATARINA LINDLEY & DR. ROBERT VERKERK - SESSION 114 - JULY 22, 2022 - www.bitchute.com/.../2yiNKHT1Pyto  - discussion

is about an hour long, you really want the =rst half hour.
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Sorry I cannot =nd the link or even remember exactly where, found a counter argument to the current heatwave in the UK, where

they showed a weather map of the UK will high temperatures in 2022, compared to same map, with cooler colors, of SIMILAR

temperatures last summer. Gotta watch out as mainstream media's CLIMATE CHANGE AGENDA and repeat indoctrination is in full

swing...
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I did download that Fuellmich interview with Verkerk and it bears listening to more than once - thanks rrealrose. While Boris was

resigning, an o^cial report by the ONS was published on 6th July 2022: Deaths by Vaccination Status in England’ by age group

which compares e.g. vaxxed vs unvaxxed children. Re “climate change” fantasy, the comparison in UK summer temperatures is

between 2009 and 2022. It is part of a regular feature Friday Funnies’ and Sunday Strip’ on Robert Malone’s website. The point is

that the UK Meterological O^ce has gone the full snowVake (bad pun, sorry) and is spouting the usual b.s.  about CO2 emissions

on their website. rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../sunday-strip-65a  

In 2009 and previous summers there were heatwaves but the Met O^ce did not suggest then that it was the result of “climate

change” driven by cattle farming or CO2 or any other of the nonsensical fear-mongering. I have photographs of public parks where

the grass is yellow. This year, after months of hot dry weather and high pressure systems dominating Europe including the UK, the

grass is almost white in places, depending on where you live - up until today that is. Today heavy rain and thundery showers in my

area is turning it green again.

Due to its position between the Atlantic and the North Sea, the UK is subject to diverse weather systems which can change from

summer to winter in the course of a day depending on the prevailing winds, Arctic airstream etc. Of course we do not know how

much cloud seeding, sun deVection and other geo-engineering tricks might have affected our weather; there is no let up on

fear-mongering as preparation for further power grabs. Bright red weather maps and max volume ambulance sirens screaming

“Emergency, emergency” can be still be heard 24/7 across the city.
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Cabochon, here in the U.S. I am getting about 5 spams a day ending in dot uk. Since you are in the UK are you getting an increased

spam with dot uk in the address? My daughter and my few remaining friends are getting the same. Subjects can be mckafee,

canvas prints, Ace hardware, walmart, and others. Are we seeing a reaction to all of these jabs? Or are we seeing desperation from

the spam out=ts before we go down? Anyone else seeing an up-tick? www.youtube.com/watch
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Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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Gradual, as in putting a frog in room tem water, gradually heat it andhe wil never realise he is bring cooked until it is too late!  Plus

they are "concerned by climatewarming, cars factories causing it. WHAT ABOUT MILLIONAIRES TAKING THEIR JETS TO AVOID

TRAFFIC? Don't they consume much more fuel than a car? Yes to Auschwitz, yet the new generation wants to forget it happened,

makes them sad. Forget it and it will happen to you! I was fortunate to know some who lived through it were liberated by Allies,

came here. Also Germans, common folk who lost their father to SS bullets, had to escape through underground because they woke

up too late. We have to be reminded about Auschwitz, other evils like slavery or we will become slaves. inmates of a new

Auschwitz on American soil!
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I had not thought of TV that way, steve, but of course it makes sense. Infantilisation and the mothering analogy explains exactly

how it robbs the adult brain of critical thinking and pushes the narrative into receptive brains. The BBC in particular is guilty of

tacky brainwashing of the uninitiated and you can’t =x stupid. https://youtu.be/OLr6mqufuNM . Smart’ anything, Randyfast, from

energy meters to Alexa should be anathema to all those with any awareness of data theft; privacy will be before too long, as

up-to-date as an 18th century sedan chair. Just saying no’ will not be enough and chucking your cell phone in the river, the only

option.

It is after all, a tracking device, otherwise how does Google know your location? As 5G takes over, it will be digital prison time for

us whether we like it or not. I too wonder how the intelligent can be duped, Sarita. Even the highly educated with responsible jobs

cannot at times transcend their own cognitive dissonance: they reject one part of the narrative while wholeheartedly embracing

the climate change perversion of science by the same band of crooks and criminals, not even considering that if they are telling

lies about the =rst part, they are unlikely to be telling the truth about the second.

I guess, as you say, perception is everything, Krofter, which explains why magic’ is a word which applies to any phenomenon that is

outside your wilful knowledge and understanding. But some opportunistic psychopaths have spotted the potential in what we

would call science =ction - from Crispr technology to DNA meddling to sun blocking. Give them their due, nothing is beyond their

imagination (and =nance).
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I do get a lot of spam, Otis, and more frustratingly, important emails in the spam folder but most originate from the U.S. I suspect

when you sign up for on line conferences, webinars etc, your data is simply sold on. Not aware of more nefarious sources other

than the usual “hot Russian” or tips on =nding “a loving guy”. The one that was a genuine phishing fake was easily spotted as the

English grammar was rudimentary to say the least. That went straight to report@phishing.go.uk so they can follow it up. I agree,

Dordee. “Lest we forget” is carved in stone on monuments to those lost in world wars. But the problem as I see it - is recognition of

the parallels as they are happening - as per your analogy of the frog.

The majority do not see or refuse to see that when one lie is accepted as “the new normal”, this paves the way for the next and the

next until one day you wake up with the last of your freedoms gone forever. This is why I try to set an example at least - no mask,

no jabs, no TV, no Alexa, no smart anything except, admittedly the cell phone. But I have a silver cover for that which I hope offers

a little emf protection, but alas not privacy. The history books don’t mention the Na-zi collaborators much and give the impression

all was well after 1945. It’s up to us to set the record straight.
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catladyjan
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ALL I can say is DO NOT TAKE ANY SHOT, PILL or anything else these murderous thugs want to push on you in the name of 'health"........
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@Catladyjan Do not take any test that penetrates the body either as their is likely something nefarious in the swab.
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My wife was forced to take Billy and Georgie's "test" before a heart procedure. Instead of trying to shove the swab up into her brain,

the attendant repeatedly rolled around a large gob of goop DEPOSITING it in her nasal cavity. Not surprisingly, she fell ill and could

not have the procedure done. We kept inquiring of the test result and they =nally responded "inconclusive". My wife replied "That

means negative ". Their response "Oh no, everyone has Covid. We just can't =nd it!"
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I have been a "rabbit hole" dweller since two thousand nine - since I discovered living =bers growing under my skin and my physician told

me that I was delusional without even looking at my skin. It seems that the "elite" - the "powers-that-shouldn't-be", if you will, have been

wanting to depopulate this planet for a very long time. One could make the argument that Margaret Sanger'e eugenics program (later

copied by the na*is) was not really about birthing better humans, but killing as many as they deemed (un)=t. See, they can't stand the idea

of us "useless eaters" (their words) consuming what they deem as their resources. The Georgia Guidestones explained it all: "Keep

population in harmony with nature at no more than 500 million".. These people are really luciferian psychopaths - they really are -
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"elite" - the "powers-that-shouldn't-be"  I like that. I will use it in the future. "The Welfare of Humanity is Always the Alibi of Tyrants",

Albert Camus
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Yes Indeed! Depopulation Jab Covid 1984 is just the Flu re-branded so that the Evil Luciferian FreeMasons New World Order can

murder the masses for the Depopulation Agenda! Jacques Attali, 1981, then adviser to Franois Mitterrand wrote this: "In the future

it will be a question of =nding a way to reduce the population. We will start with the old, because as soon as he exceeds 60-65

years man lives longer than it produces and it costs society dearly. Then the weak and then the useless ones who bring nothing to

society because there will be more and more of them, and especially =nally the most stupid. Euthanasia targeting these groups;

euthanasia will have to be an essential instrument of our future societies, in any case.

We will of course not be able to execute people or make camps. We will get rid of it by making them believe that it is for their good.

Too large a population, and for the most part unnecessary, is something economically too expensive. Socially, it is also much

better for the human machine to come to an abrupt halt rather than gradually deteriorating. We won't be able to pass intelligence

tests on millions and millions of people, you can imagine! We will =nd something or cause it, a pandemic that targets certain

people, a real economic crisis or not, a virus that will affect the old or the big, it doesn't matter, the weak will succumb to it, the

fearful and the stupid will believe it and ask to be treated.

We will have taken care to have planned the treatment, a treatment that will be the solution. The selection of idiots will thus be

done on its own: they will go to the slaughterhouse on their own. " [The future of life - Jacques Attali, 1981] Interviews with Michel

Salomon, collection Faces of the future, editions Seghers. The link has been censored by Big Brother!

qall5ictanzobw2zo3nex6zc7u-ac5fdsxevxq4s5y-forumactif.translate.goog/t..
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I haven't heard anything about "Morgellans" lately. The "Fact Checkers" must have got a hold of it.
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It's been quite a while now, but people were reporting they were having growths & when they removed them there were what

seemed to be =bers, resembling =berglass or even glass. It bounced around for a very short time, & my ear has never picked up on

any rational explanation as to what was affecting those people. Now we have people reporting with the Jab/s =ber like

substances. ???? Also, there is little evidence for allowing us to =nd our full potential in any form & the driving impulse is as you

say culling those the Predator$ deem un=t. The Predator$ will never live in harmony with nature or anything else, because they

hate nature, hate Creation having the foundational emotional mentality of a toddler stuck in the terrible twos.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/25/2022 6:05:35 AM
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Those =bers were brought to light years ago - called "Morgellons disease" - which was IGNORED by the "doctors" and scoffed at in

the MSM. I think it could have been an early attempt to implant conductive =vers in the body. Jeff Rense (what ever happened to

Jeff??), David Icke, and Whitley Streiber all talked about Morgellon's ) Of course according to the MSM, Jeff is a cook, David Icke is

the lizard people man, and Whitley the alien anal probe man . However everything that they said HAS happened.

You might want to see if you can =nd any of the old posts on Morgellon's. And YES these monsters who are attempting to destroy

the Lords work, and ARE lucifarian psychopaths. Did you see that their satanic "Guide Stones" were blown to dust and are no

longer there? Reminds me of the scene in Raiders (Indiana Jones) where the nahhhzeees were melted and exploded. Apparently

with the guidestones some high "explosieeeve" was involved, but that's just =ne with me. Gone is gone. God Bless

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/25/2022 9:54:29 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

RedRaven, its so suspicious, it appears the people who erected the guidestones may have blown them up and removed them to

hide their agenda. Otherwise this event would have warranted more police attention.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/25/2022 10:32:21 AM
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Told i would die in 3 months from Lymphoma caused by RoundUp in 2000. 4 chemos, still 3 months. Then Prayer, organic, Dr.

Mercola, others and end of 2001 was in remission. Oncologist admitted chemos had nothing to do with remission. They will be

judged!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/25/2022 2:39:30 PM
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A 1939 quote from Margaret Sanger. "We do not want word to go out that we want to exterminate the Negro population." She had

many nasty racist remarks and didn't seem shy about her positions. Today she would be sitting in the front row of the class on

depopulation now being served.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/25/2022 2:42:54 PM
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brianallen1
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The Guidestones were all removed by the end of the day. All evidence gone. Kinda like those towers in NY.
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It's not just the shots. Be very suspicious of all pharmaceuticals and know exactly what you are taking if prescribed. I have a nasty hunch

the covid vaxine is not the end. When you want to expand your market, you =nd more uses for each product, tweak the product in various

ways to attract more consumers and =nd more delivery forms. It is also to your advantage to make users dependent. (Keep in mind that

the drug cartels consider legal drugs a very pro=table enterprise, too.) What I am saying has always been true, but I suspect, that, in the

near future, we could see it rise to an unimagined level. Greed knows no bounds. What will the globalists do when they have reached

market saturation? They will need a new investment strategy. Expansion.
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I think most people's reality is being overwhelmed with work, =nances, family/church obligations, keeping up a household, etc.

Only once I moved to part-time status (six years ago) did I have time & energy for reading and research - =rst topic being the

demolition of WTC-7. Steel framing detail of the 12th/'13th Voor enclosed.

 www.dropbox.com/s/k5xhiqc4wtjzqc8/WTC-7_12-13th%20Fl_Steel-Framing.pdf..    That revealed the "rabbit hole" and I have been

down it since.  If people ask - I have them start with the introduction of Crisco in 1911 by P&G.

tedium.co/.../crisco-marketing-history   Power, control, & greed drive The Powers That Be. Just ask the question " Who wins the

wars?"  Those that =nance it, for they will =nance both sides. Don't get played.
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The biological warfare against humanity known as so called "vaccines" which don't even =t the de=nition, though plenty insidious

in themselves, is a mechanism of compliance and future delivery of whatever is the next diabolical agenda of Luciferian

eugenicists for global domination. Think of it as being to the world population as like an intravenous drip into your circulatory

system. It's not the saline solution that is the main threat -- it's Fauci or any of his disciples with a syringe walking up to it. Perhaps

that's why so many tell us they got it and nothing happened. (not yet)
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The microbiome is an ecosystem consisting of trillions of microorganisms. Incredibly, some 40,000 species of bacteria, 300,000

species of parasites, 65,000 species of protozoa and between 3.5 million and 5 million species of fungi that constitute a

communication network for bacteria, parasites, protozoa. These microorganisms have always been here to help us, not hinder us.

In other words, they are life-a^rming, not death-inducing. What makes Covid-19 more dangerous are previous pathologies,

vaccines and all environmental toxins that are consumed in food, which weaken the immune system, create hyperinVammation.

We are seeing how all environmental toxins, those that enter the diet, as well as the manipulations of biology, environmental

pollution, pesticides such as glyphosate and electromagnetic, especially 5G, vaccines and prions, in humans and animals are an

attack for health and biodiversity.

These toxins accumulate in the body, damage DNA, creating immunosuppressed people where the Covid-19 virus or with any virus

can mutate, and we are seeing, from Dr. Mercola's reports sharing analyzes with scientists, that they are not subject to

manipulations. of the corrupt elites, who are defending the true science, as said toxics and especially the vaccines favor this

process. First of all, we must enhance natural immunity, which is what will defeat Covid.19.

For this we must take care of "the ground", that is, the internal environment of the body, to overcome any external germ. What

Bchamp called "ground" is very close to what modern medicine has now called the innate immune system. We must consider the

adaptation of people to diseases, through a suitable modulation of the immune system. Traces of viral DNA can be found

scattered throughout the human genome and scientists have proven it. When an epidemic occurs at some point in evolution, the

population that is attacked by any pathogen adapts. Let us take care above all of the good adaptation to natural immunity.
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Thanks for this post Almond. I've wondered whether it will not only be pharmaceuticals, but if "they" will reformulate supplements

and synthetic food (which seems to be the rage right now for some) with bioweapons for unknowing consumers. I expect these

will fall under the food labeling category of "natural". Know your farmer, know your food. Good to see you back Gui! If we could only

get through to folks in baby steps that glyphosate kills of good gut bacteria and all disease begins in the gut, maybe they could

begin to get a revelation.
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Almond, there is this crazy Wall Street Stock market drive of needing -cancerous never ending growth by any means necessary. If a

business doesn't make it through actual sales they resort to math gimmicks. If constant cancerous growth is not achieved, it loses

favor and the business folds, and we're told a better business will pop up to take its place. It's phony shell game of numbers. Big

deal, a new business with the same limited number of customers. brf, you got it, for most people sucked into the modern world of

'convenience & comfort' are so busy chasing such things, we don't realize we don't get either.

When in positions to have that curtain fall down is when some see a clearer picture. And, when the High Finance world backs both

horses in the race, war, 'we' can't possibly "win." When High Finance & entity's such as the WEF direct the mechanism of war, then

there are no sides, it's a means to fog up the landscape so they can push whatever it is suiting them into place, while our lives are

so disrupted, we won't see until decades down the road, if ever. Gui, you are stellar as always. There is so much more to the

microbe landscape and our potential symbiotic relationship to it & it's role in our natural evolution.
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My husband and I believe the same. We won’t even do acetaminophen or ibuprofen. I’ve =gured out how t9 naturally treat my

allergies, asthma, gut issues and headaches. Fortunately we weren’t on any medications prior to the plandemic.
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bfr, could you explain what you learned about building 7 please? Thx
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Yes, Almond, some have been discussing that PEG-80 may have been included in annual Vu shots for several years, others are

saying graphene oxide may have been in the Chinese tri-valient or quad-valient Vu shots since 2017. There are precious few ways

to know if other ingredients may have been added to shots and OTC products. Remember the dog food and later baby formula with

melamine scandals that came out of China in 2008? China and India are now making most pharmaceuticals used around the

world...with almost no testing or oversight. Anyone trusting China for anything, including food products needs to rethink that

position.
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dianna and all... You bring up a very good point. Research is already underway to include pharmaceuticals in foods that many

people buy in supermarkets. Surreptiously drug people by sneaking it into their market basket.  If I recall, one food item was

lettuce. As far as I know, this is not being done--yet. However, it is one more reason why it is important to save your seed. Also,

consider that there are crops people in northern climes cannot grow out seed for. So, it would be helpful if gardeners in southern

climes could grow extra seed for them. Otherwise, some of us may be relying on a corn-beans-squash diet. (Prob also some

tomatoes and perennials.)
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BookGal11 WTC-7  If not searching for the truth, how do you expect to =nd it? Ask questions, do research. Watch the video of the

collapse. WTC-7 is 47 stories tall, it collapses symmetrically - it is not tilting. Note the speed - 12.8 seconds, with 2.14 seconds at

free fall. Each Voor is the approx size of a football =eld with 82 columns.  Once I found the steel framing plans for the 12th/13th

Voor - well - lots of steel connections and columns that need to fail at the same time. Steel during a =re event - does not fail in that

manner. Some references:  www.wanttoknow.info/070320worldtradecenter7wtc7collapse    

 www.dropbox.com/s/k5xhiqc4wtjzqc8/WTC-7_12-13th%20Fl_Steel-Framing.pdf..    

www.dropbox.com/s/mhs4iazi6si2df8/Sudden_collapse_initiation_impossibl..       NIST would not release their data citing public

safety (no full disclosure)  www.dropbox.com/s/9ra09janhvwizlj/NITS_2009.07.09_public-safety.pdf?dl..     Education advice

 www.dropbox.com/.../Education-you-need.pdf
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Many are totally aware that the NWO along with other organizaations are out to lower the global population. Bill Gates's parent's were

involved with Panned Parenthood whose goals dealt with this siubject;.and Bill Gates was seen by many on video saying his vaccines

would lower the population 15 %. Women are having reproductive problems and men, too with lower sperm count. The vaccines along

with all the other hazards, which people are totally unaware...are causing this. Sixty years ago...it wasn't like this. It's incredible how many

are so naive and think doctors have all the answers; and submit to these deadly vaccines; with statistics available showing how many are

dying from vaccines...and how covid-19 deaths are under 1%. People don't have the ability to think anymore.
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Yes, Barbara, Fauci and Gates are very well expressed in the complaint list before the International Criminal Court, because they

are the leaders of world depopulation, On the other hand, Bill Gates' depopulation agenda is very similar to the Terminator in the

=rst movie. Bill Gates seems to build a time machine that transports him back to the earliest origins of humanity, where he can

destroy the entire future of the race by vaccinating a child. When it comes to Bill Gates and his genocidal agenda of

dehumanization, it's with GMOs, Vaccines, Geoengineering, Bioengineering, Transgenic Mosquitoes. Microsoft also partnered with

Merck, becoming a global "drug development partner" with the world's largest vaccine maker.

Bill's father (William H. Gates, Sr.) was a banker and lawyer who pursued the same "hidden agenda" as his son while promoting

"racial hygiene" during the Rockefeller-funded eugenics movement in the 1990s. 1930 and 1940. Gates Sr. has long been involved

with the eugenics group Planned Parenthood, a renowned organization that grew out of the American Eugenics Society. Bill Gates

admitted that his father used to be the director of Planned Parenthood, which was founded on the concept that most human

beings are simply "reckless breeders" and "human weeds" who need to be put down.

thetruthaboutcancer.com/bill-gates-eugenicist-philanthropist
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They see the statistics but choose to believe the drs, Saint Gates and media. Tried to send them the studies, etc. say are all lies,

told meto stop contacting them.
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Population has been dropping in the West even before the covid vaccines. It appears depopulation is not moving fast enough for the NWO

and the rest of those jerks. First Africa and then the rest of the world. They need to be stopped before we are looking at a Soylent Green

scenario.
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Yes, for unscrupulous psychopaths the end justi=es the means. Yes, junk food, environmental pollutants, antibiotics, are part of an

extermination that began with the dominance of large pharmaceutical companies in tune with the agri-food industry. It is the reign

started by Rpckefeller and has great continuity with Bill Gates. Now “The billionaires gathered at Davos have enjoyed an obscene

rise in their fortunes in the last two years. The pandemic and now soaring food and energy prices have been a boon to the

wealthiest, while millions face hunger and poverty as the cost of living soars,” said Ian Thomson, policy manager for Oxfam

Canada.

“Billionaire wealth is growing because the super-rich have rigged the system for decades and are now reaping the bene=ts. The

richest, most of whom are men, are bene=ting from privatization, pharmaceutical monopolies, fossil fuel subsidies and the

rollback of workers' rights. Meanwhile, low-income people work more and earn less,” Thomson said. "Inequality risks tearing our

societies apart if we don't stop it." The pandemic has created 40 new pharmaceutical billionaires. Pharmaceutical corporations like

Moderna and P=zer are making pro=ts of $1,000 every second just from their monopoly control of the COVID-19 vaccine, even

though its development has been backed by billions of dollars in public investment.

“The extremely rich and powerful pro=t from pain and suffering. This is inconceivable. Some have grown rich by denying billions of

people access to vaccines, others by exploiting rising food and energy prices. They are paying massive bonuses and dividends

while paying as little tax as possible. This rise in wealth and rise in poverty are two sides of the same coin, proof that our economic

system is working exactly as the rich and powerful designed it,” Thomson said.

www.globalresearch.ca/pandemic-creates-new-billionaire-every-30-hours-..  (2022)
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My X and I saw that movie at the theaters - I felt absolutely like I needed to take a bath when I got home... he told me - its just a

movie that could never actually happen..... In the =rst Matrix - people were being grown as as energy source! - "SOYLENT GREEN IS

PEOPLE"!!! I think we are very very close.
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They are deliberately killing people with these fake vaccines. They are not vaccines, they are worse than vaccines. The only difference

between a gun and one of these fake vaccines is how fast one dies and how much people suffer.
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Over the week-end, I received the following from my younger brother - "Jim Bingham --a GREAT guy, calm, very youthful, well respected

and liked retired doctor, avid bicyclist, spent half the year in Hawaii & half the year at his place at Hayden Lake -- dropped dead of a heart

attack after =nishing a bike ride. 67 years old!!! Huge shock, totally unexpected." ____ What do you think about his unfortunate passing?  I

sent my "Jabbed" brother the FLCCC Alliance "Jab recovery" protocol.

covid19criticalcare.com/covid-19-protocols/i-recover-post-vaccine-trea..
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Also trying to help an even older person with the FLCCC protocol, but reluctant to leave her white coats. CANNot get it through

people that the spikes keep doing damage for up to 15 months of injection. Cannot believe the govt is so evil. Get ready to see

more as this showed up this morning: CLARIFICATION - IT WAS 4 DEAD DOCTORS IN 5 DAYS IN ONTARIO NOT 3 IN ONE WEEK -

BAM - www.bitchute.com/.../YCkV0uSATvsm  - My guess is we will be seeing more wrecked immune system type reaction to 4th

shots.
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I thought that was the goal from the start of the "pandemic". I believe that every person who has gotten ill in the past few years was

diagnosed with Covid no matter what they really had. The only time I saw a doctor during this sham was when I needed stitches. I couldn't

do that myself. One of my vaccinated daughters was diagnosed with Covid and her very mild symptoms were gone in 2 days. Pretty sure

she did not have the dreaded Covid. I hope she =gured that out. For that very brief illness, she quarantined her two kids. Kids are being

horribly psychologically damaged from all this malarky.
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In response to the Morgellon's discussion (since I couldn't comment on a comment): When the =bers were pulled out of the skin and sent

to two different university labs, they found that the =bers were related to the fungus and the bacteria used in GMO processes.
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Well, this is one way to push for a reaction to destroy& replace a system of governance,& to self-justify doing so:after twisting &

sabotaging the original& free, of course, w/ in=ltration& slimey corruption, slanderous interpretations of why things are as they are. No

new thing under the sun. Just more craft of men& their devils, that old seducer& father of lies, the god of this world that now worketh in

the children of disobedience (w/ more resistance from some than others, tho w/o acknowledgement of truth w/ repentance toward God,&

freedom indeed thru faith in the gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ according to the scriptures resulting in the new birth& indwelling of God:

it's a hopeless battle w/ no hope of resurrection to life or covering to stand in the judgment coming in the end).

If God's professing people would come to their senses, remember why we're left in this pilgrimage, repent & return to the old paths rather

than continuing to work& build w/ the sorcerers& lost gnostics of MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, MOTHER OF HARLOTS&

ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH:then we could possibly see a stay of this judgment& God's help rather than the ever-increasing& more

obvious removal of his hand& hedge of protection& blessing, w/ just more antichrist 'solutions' endlessly promoted.

Otherwise it'll just keep ratcheting up, climbing that old ladder, left, right, left, right to the cliff & their big sin-thesis merger bringing the

judgment of God& that man of sin, that Vatterer, seducer, & sin-accommodating false messiah they're all looking for, w/ such Hell on earth

resulting that Christ's return in REAL judgment& salvation will be a mercy to those few surviving:else no Vesh would be saved.

So far, the idolatrous humanism headed by the 4th kingdom Roman catholicity& craft,science falsely so-called& great delusion w/ its

solutions stopping short of all truth, is all we're seeing& hearing much about. (Did shake some faithful out of the corrupt state-yoked

antichrist affairs.)
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Women protesting recent reversal of Roe shoud begin protesting covid vaccine, government mandates for taking away their control over

their own bodies.
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This was a deliberate, timed change in the law to cover up spontaneous abortions and stillbirths from the vaccines. Fewer babies

being born will merely be seen as a consequence of abortion rights.
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I see NOTHING here that that is accidental. They have sterilized an entire generation - with the exception of the "rulers????" "ilk" - and the

DEVIL wants the children. I have never seen such evil in my entire life.  This is biblical. The thing about satan is that he can't lie worth

sh*t. Its so easy to see when you ride with the Lord!!!!!   God Bless. and keep the children, and all people of good will with eyes to see and

ears to hear.
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They will answer for their crimes. Not her in this lifetime as all judges, juries can be bought, intimidated and fooled. Will be on

judgement day!
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We are now entering August next week of 2022. 2.8 years post whu-Vu lab release in China. Not ONE person or entity responsible for all

that has occurred has remotely been held accountable. Not ONE. In fact the likes of Fauci, Wollensky and many of the top players around

the world have received raises based on how wonderful they do their jobs and guess who pay's their salaries and pensions. Think about in

totality what has occurred in those 2.8 years....not ONE!
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The problem with identifying jab vs. natural infection is that the "effects of the jab may be similar to the natural infection" since they both

share the toxic spike protein. That's the escape route not to implicate the Covid jab. Who knows who has really been infected unless

there's proof of the Vax spike protein (SP) in the absence of other viral antigens or antibodies to other viral antigens esp. for side effects

that occur months after the jab. Or, is there any antigenic differences in the vax SP vs. the natural viral SP since pseudo-uridine is

substituted in the synthetic vax mRNA? The population reduction scenario reminds me of the dystopian movie "Children of Men" where

women are infertile (Note, that movie was made at a time when there was no confusion between woman and a man and, "Men" referred to

mankind or humanity).
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Guess who else is totally aware of these facts...Big Pharma and their minions - including fony fraudsky and billy boy! Is anyone being held

accountable yet? I think not! Your next article should be on MonkeyShines...after all; it has been declared as a PHEIC (FAKE) by the WHO -

just like covid. What a coincidence! The hits just keep on coming.
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Yes, Randy, BigPharma and their minions are well aware of the reality, but the blood has a reward with the bene=ts. An analysis by

an advocacy group found that pharmaceutical companies have increased drug prices more than a thousand times in 2022 alone.

Patients for Affordable Medicines (PFAD) wrote the July 20 report, which revealed that the US pharmaceutical industry raised the

prices of various drugs a total of 1,186 times this year. P4AD seeks to curb the skyrocketing cost of prescription drugs. Between

June 24 and July 5, pharmaceutical companies increased the prices of 133 products, with an average price increase of =ve

percent.

PFAD added that in the month of July alone, 64 pharmaceutical companies increased the prices of their products. P=zer also

increased the prices of 23 of its prescription drugs in July alone. The New York-based drugmaker has already posted record pro=ts

in 2021, thanks to its mRNA Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) vaccine made in partnership with German company BioNTech.

www.theblaze.com/news/p=zer-signi=cant-opportunity-hike-vaccine-pric..

 www.brighteon.com/ab466f6e-a16a-4a5f-918f-659db673c156
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It’s becoming increasingly di^cult for me to believe this moment in time wasn’t well planned out decades ago. I’m old enough to

remember when everyone but a few outliers was thin, healthy and weren’t taking any Big Pharma meds. Now just 50 years later,

so-called chronic conditions (Big Pharma created) are considered hereditary. How are they hereditary when nobody in my parents’

and grandparents’ generations had these issues? Managed care became the norm in the 1970s. Big Pharma companies went from

a few to an explosion. Doctors stopped looking for the source of issues to prescribing pills. After the mid-1980s we went from zero

cases to an explosion in type 2, high cholesterol, hypertension, obesity, ADHD, bipolar, autism, and many more. Get folks on pills

that don’t actually treat or cure anything, while not suggesting a plant that can do a better job, lower their immune systems and

then do them in with this death jab.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Thanks, Gui. Apparently, P=zers revenue topped 80 billion this year! The cost of ALL products/goods/services, is rising

exponentially. It's the redistribution of wealth - from us to them!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And now they are pushing vaccine for whooping cough, not just for kids! S4eniors very vulnerable!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Sarita; I've been saying it for years: Sick people are pro=table people. This is a Brave New World that we're living in and the insanity

is only beginning! -- Dordee; they're pushing for a lot more than that!
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EvenStephen
Joined On 12/1/2011 4:15:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It’s false that there were 13 stillbirths at Lions Gate. The link to the article from where that disinformation came from leads to a website

that is for entertainment purposes only. There’s a disclaimer at the bottom. Come on Mercola. You’re better than this.
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Maritt
Joined On 12/14/2010 8:19:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wonder what the outcome of this post mortem on the newborn baby will be?

www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-11044511/Lauren-Goodger-wants-po..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Marit. CDC and FDA claim that the effects of the COVID mRNA vax on reproductive health are rare. They lied. (Robert W

Malone MD, Jul 21) “Our study shows relatively high rates of irregular bleeding and menstrual changes after receiving the

SARS-CoV-2 mRNA BNT162b2 vaccine.” “Covid-19 vaccination BNT162b2 temporarily impairs semen concentration and total

motile count among semen donors” rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/blinded-by-science-science-news-update?utm_s..

 onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/andr.13209?utm_source=substack&..
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TheOrage
Joined On 5/9/2009 9:12:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Maritt, this vid is worth seeing. Half way through the interview John O'Looney (Funeral Director in U.K.) says that the hospital is

by-passing funeral parlours in the U.K. and going straight to the Crematorium to dispose of the bodies. A whistle blower at the

Crematorium said they are "bringing in 6 - 8 babies" at a time. www.bitchute.com/.../SXWBTFAKI4Re  Poor Lauren - let's hope she

puts 2 and 2 together. People need to =nd out the truth and be outraged.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yet the mothers will still refuse to believe it was the jab. We live in a sick, upside down, backwards, demented world and GREED is

the reason. That’s it.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I dunno, sounds like an actual stillbirth - - reason? I read somewhere hospital births with deformities and worse were clear signs of

something gone wrong, they were cremating that evidence.
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my_RNA_DNA
Joined On 4/26/2021 9:21:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"May act as a depopulation agent"...this is how that will go: For the next several decades they will say it "may" act in this manner,

meanwhile it is acting in that fashion. They will claim there is no proof of any death as relating to mRNA gene therapy injections and the

modern stone age medical ma=a will go along with whatever big pharma, the CDC, FDA, or AMA says. 20 years from now, you will be able

to write the exact same article and nothing will have changed except millions more will have been murdered or not have been born.
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delly60
Joined On 4/18/2011 3:12:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have followed all variants along this line of discussion and see it as another method now in use as war is not killing us off at the same

rate it used to. I may have missed it here but the recently vandalised Georgia guide stones list a suitable world wide population as 500

million which means we can only hope they were not put up by those in charge. They were put up by an "named/untraceable" individual on

behalf of an unknown group for a price way above normal. If an accurate foretelling then we are in for one hell of a ride to the bottom.

Garden well all.
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Joe_Below
Joined On 3/17/2020 11:04:08 PM
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Damaging fertility is what they were designed for. How could this be a shocker?
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Trevor2522
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:31:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These shots will render many infertile, which is the true purpose.  The Philippines has a long history of shooting-up its citizens for

no good reason.  In the 1920s, smallpox shots were killing tens of thousands annually and the US military government had trouble

concealing the deaths.  Mindanao Island refused the vaccines and reported hardly any cases.  In the 2010s, tetanus injections,

targeted at women, were laced with HCG: a hormone which arrests pregnancies.  In 2017, the Philippines stopped a school-based

dengue fever vaccination program after reports of complications and several deaths linked to the product called Dengvaxia.  Great

history, eh?  The vaccine IS the disease.
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MASONMANNIX
Joined On 11/29/2012 9:14:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone who has been following these articles since the Wuhan “leak” could have seen all this coming. I would talk with a 61 year old

former coworker in January 2020-May 2021 about what we now know as Coronavirus and went talk about the vaccines when they were

being formulated and then available to the public. I made it clear to her I wasn’t getting that shot. She agreed but later got 2 shots and

booster when I last spoke to her. We’d talk about the then possible side effects have now become a reality but BigPharma and the AMA

are not linking to the shots.

I would always tell her to wait until people get these shots and then they can’t create a baby or the child has medical issues or something

worse. Can you imagine one of the network news media doctors going rogue and FINALLY telling the truth about what’s going on? They

will when something bad happens that affects THEM! That’s when they seem to get the courage to do their jobs and properly inform the

public. Until then it will be business as usual complete with BigPharma fed lies!
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dandyacct
Joined On 5/21/2021 10:47:59 AM
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Thank you Dr. Mercola, for your bravery and honesty.
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san5129
Joined On 5/16/2021 4:10:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

brianallen1, you forgot the relentless brainwashing in the education system, television, movies, newspapers, etc etc....that is one reason

why so many can't even begin to open their eyes to what is happening.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I left out a lot. The list is almost endless. I've realized that there is a limit to how much good can be done in this world. However,

there is no limit to the amount of evil.
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myberney
Joined On 3/8/2020 2:35:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Menstrual Cycles are also DYSREGULATED by Liver and Adrenal dysfunction.  Liver and Adrenal dysfunction IS expected due to

Vaccination or Infection.
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btryan1
Joined On 7/18/2020 10:51:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You have to be a complete idiot to not realize that this is a death jab and it is unbelievable that those individuals in key positions such as

deans of medical schools and the like do not utter a peep against this genocide to bring it to an end and hold those responsible to the

fullest extent of the law. Perhaps it is because of the extent of their crimes and the end result these criminals in education, medical

industry, law enforcement, corporate and government entities continue protecting their wallets and personal interests knowing fully well

the implications of their actions and silence.
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cheremond
Joined On 5/22/2007 6:39:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Has anyone been hearing anything about birth defects? What I have experienced over the last year is mind boggling. I am 67 yrs. old and

have never known anyone personally or had close knowledge of someone who gave birth to a baby with a birth defect. My

daughter-in-law received her =rst dose in the summer of 2021 before she knew she was pregnant, so very early on. She proceeded with

her 2nd dose. On May 1st of this year, she gave birth to a baby boy with a malformation of his right arm and thumb. His thumb had to be

removed the next day. When she went for his follow-up appt. 2 days later, upon seeing his missing thumb, the nurse commented on how

strange it was that she was seeing a lot of babies with extra pinkie =ngers lately.

Since that time, I have learned that the unborn grandchild of very good friends of mine has an extra =nger which will, as they put it, “be

snipped off” when the child is born. My nephew’s wife told me last week that a friend of her sister gave birth to a little girl with an extra

pinkie on each hand. Even my husband, who is double vaxxed, is astounded by this. Coincidence no longer. I mean, is this going to be

another thalidomide scandal?! My son’s best friend’s unborn daughter has cysts all over one kidney and will have it removed shortly after

her birth.

I feel sick as I’m writing this. I feel like I sound like a crazy person. Trust me, I am not. My daughter-in-law is wracked with guilt as it has

become abundantly clear that her being vaccinated early in her pregnancy resulted in her son’s condition. Interestingly, my other

daughter-in-law was double vaxxed during pregnancy, but she received hers much later in the pregnancy when everything was

predetermined by that point. As usual, the devil is in the details when P=zer said there were no fetal malformations in the pregnant rats

they injected. No doubt they timed it perfectly. Would be interested in any information out there in this regard.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, information of myriad defects have come from nurses from the UK?? speaking anonymously. Thus the bodies are being

cremated. Where these are posted is a good question.
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is a tremendous amount of lies online about this. The big tech companies have all but censored James Lyons-Weiller's early

warnings from his paper COVID 19 may cause pathogenic priming. This paper shows the gene sequences of syncytin from SARS CoV-2,

the spike protein coded for in the shots and explains their immunogenicity to the human syncytin. He also reveals about 11 immunogenic

epitopes including from the testes.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good news is we have another big divorce proceedings, this time its Google's Sergei Brin and its being blamed on Elon Musk. Ha!

Let these big boys tweet it out with words. Estimates are about 4 more big divorces to go, to get this programmed agenda to fall

apart.
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SomeMo888
Joined On 7/17/2022 11:04:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not surprising to anyone who’s been paying attention. The global marketing campaign for these jabs got my antenna up from day one.
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purvisinvestrments
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:25:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When I muscle test the local obituaries list asking the question "died because of covid vaccination" ; I get about 50% of the deaths are due

to vaccination. I hope I am wrong and would like others who can muscle test to do the same and see if they get a similar result.
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET
Joined On 9/3/2021 4:31:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is there anything else in history that has been forced on the entire world and divided the entire population like this shot of poison?
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM
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Nope. This is biblical proportions! Catastrophic. One America Life Insurance Company executive describe the die off as a 3 sigma

event.
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holbr148
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:31:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Get ready the mid term pandemic oh, I mean the monkey pox pandemic is coming
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holbr148
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You have heart failure & blood clots well that means the vax is working. CDC
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CDC. Bunch of sick, twisted, demented fks who work for another bunch of sick, twisted, demented fks.
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Trevor2522
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:31:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No excuse for taking ' routine' childhood or Covid shots in these days of copious online information. They tried to get 'swine Vu' going in

1976 as an early trial of the kill shots but the carnage was too obvious they had to stop, despite President Ford getting his saline shot on

camera.  The irony was that the cabal had to await the isolation of graphene (2004) and sophisticated mRNA techniques to delay the fatal

effects long enough to persuade the sheeple they were unconnected with the shots. Fluoride and xenoestrogens served to dumb down

their reasoning. Plus, mainstream media became totally controlled. It really is survival of the =ttest by intelligence; 1-2 billion will suffer in

some way with an early death, or simply not being born at all.  The upside is that the cabal that did it is =nished, together with public trust

in allopathic medicine.
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agreed! Notice how you'll never =nd this in the mainstream media.

vaxxter.com/new-survey-of-vaccine-free-group-exposes-long-term-impact-..  This is a stunning rebuke to the vaccine industrial

complex!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My =ance and I stood in a long line in the mall to get the Swine Flu shot. Thank God they ran out and told everyone to go home.
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pmg1415
Joined On 3/19/2015 6:52:43 AM
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Yesterday, one of my triple-jabbed cousins died of a heart attack. At the hospital she was diagnosed with several clots blocking the

arteries and was awaiting treatment when she died. Well, she was 88- nothing to see here. This morning one of my triple-jabbed cousins

called to talk and apologized for her raspy voice- she and her husband were recovering from COVID. The cousin who died has a brother

who suffered a deep-vein thrombosis after the =rst two jabs. I am terri=ed that there is going to be another push for "vaccines" when

these "new" formulations that "protect" from the variants comes out. I belong to a religious organization that currently requires any one

age 6-months and older to be vaccinated to enter the building- proof required!

If they require these new so-called boosters I will have to drop out. I regret getting the =rst jab (I took Johnson and Johnson) and would

rather be a hermit than take any more. I was rebuilding my life after the death of my husband (in 2015) and this religious organization has

been a big part of that. I feel betrayed that I now have to have a medical procedure to walk through the door- or even participate in outside

activities (they have a family fun park- but vaccine card required for admission there too). I get furious when I hear it is ok to "mix and

match". I am talking about my life here- not my wardrobe.
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Drop out or ask for online access to services. Getting better known that those over 65 are the primary target of this agenda, the

useless eaters, this is why they were the =rst group offered these shots. Suggest spending time =nding another group, as yours

may start to thin out over time.
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ric5998
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People have the right to say no. it won't be easy, but the alternatives aren't pretty either. Let me just say that any 'religious

organization' requiring you to be vaccinated to enter in is not of God. They are heretics. My advise is get out of there and don't look

for a religious organization, look for bible believing, Christ honoring Christians.  It is counter Christianity to believe in man made

devices over having simple faith in the Lord Jesus Christ. God promised a blessing and a curse, a blessing to those seeking his

face and cleaving to Him, and a curse to those who don't. I don't have a doctor, i haven't been to one in several decades. I eat God's

food with as few stops as possible in mans vile hands. And I am doing just =ne.
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So sorry for your losses and subsequent loss of your spiritual support group...I also am isolated from mine by my choice, but at

least there is 'zoom'...
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brianallen1
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Any organization that REQUIRES any medical procedure is extremely suspect. You will more than live by leaving them and you will

probably make new friends elsewhere.
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brianallen1
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Right on Ric!
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I agree with everything Dr. Lindsay said. She is extremely knowledgeable. Thank you for having this interview. I am proud to be part of the

control group. Never vax.
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brodiebrock12
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Cat what we NEED more information on is just how safe are those who feel they are safe by NOT having been injected yet are often

near those who have been injected. Are those who claim to be "pure-bloods" truly pure? I know the NIH is involved right now in

"live" vaccine research and have been for some time despite what has happened to humanity over the past 2.8 years. In essence

and if tech is capable the Pharma companies would have to only inject approximately 5% of population and the rest are given the

injection contents passively as in just being near those who are injected. This research is going on and no one has stopped it. Who

knows...maybe it's already perfected and integrated into these current EUA gene therapy med injections. Hopefully we see more

stories on this "real" issue and question. Just who is actually safe is my question
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The =rst attempt by Fraudci and Collins to produce a plandemic virus was intended to allow the 2010 midterm elections to be cancelled

and The Marxist Muslim from Mombasa made president-for-life like his boyhood heroes Mobutu and Mugabe. This did not work, but

Fraudci returned to the problem again in 2016, to revenge himself when Donald Trump defeated Fraudci's boozy bisexual lover. This time

the conspirators involved the Chicoms, with expertise in weaponizing infections in their Wuhan laboratory, and brought Gates and Schwab

and Soros on board as well. The prospect of depopulation by the virus and bioweapon jabs made possible by it was what attracted the

globalists and their money.

Gates has long advocated eugenics and reduction of the world's population to about a billion people. Schwab does not care about the

number so much, but wants the survivors to be bug-eating transhumans hooked up to his Matrix. As for Soros, he just wants revenge on

America for winning the war, closing down the concentration camps and putting him out of work in his =rst job ratting out Jews and

picking gold out of the teeth of the dead.
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Four doctors dead within a week just hours/days after the fourth shot in Ontario, Canada.

paulspradbery.blogspot.com/2022/07/bill-teds-bogus-plandemic-20.html?m..
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Serves the incompetent murdering scum right. Hope they suffered as much as possible. They richly deserve a taste of their own

medicine if they are pushing these euthanasia shots on the populace.
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Few expect doctors to lie or hide life saving information from them simply to protect their own career. That needs to be =xed. It is heart

wrenching but true. Time to put on our big person panties [ or boxers as the case may be ]
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Red pilling doctors. How. Can we send them a letter through each hospital in each city. 1. DOJ WHISTLE BLOWER HEARINGS. LINK. 2.

PFIZER DOCUMENTS RELEASES most signi=cant =ndings 1 through 4. Links. Signi=cant adverse events medical literature, link. All cause

mortality link. Insurance industry data. Link. Ask for volunteers from each city to track the Hospitals physicians, addresses and emails.

Then do with nurses. Then do with spiritual leaders. Then do with school board trustees. Then do with teachers. When MSM spouts 24-7

lies we need to organize.
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The doctors don't need to be red pilled. They already know. They are all pharma shills and the few that aren't are not doctors

anymore. You frame the problem as ignorance. Not that the devil can't use ignorance to his advantage, but ego driven complicity is

more to his taste. The one profession that has stood on the moral high ground [ or should ] has largely fallen into a deep pit of the

worst evils because they are / were healers and they know. Their sins are so much blacker. For instance my doctor knows and has

told me so, but he won't say anything to the folks who come in that don't have a clue. He's got a cushy job and a high maintenance

wife. He knows he'll lose it all. I love him because he let me treat myself and I am healthy for the 1 st time in 20 years, but the

moral shape changing from patient to patient causes a deep distrust.
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Why isn’t this information available in South America?
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It’s not in Puerto Rico, a U.S. colony, either. If it weren’t for Drs. Mercola and Berg , Highwire and a few others my husband and I

follow, we would be in the dark completely.
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pzp & gonacon most likely, same m.o., actual match unlike the venom rumors mere speculation
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Unfortunately the politicians who are =ghting for our bodily autonomy and medical freedom from vaccines are the same ones who say

that female bodily autonomy ceases at the moment of conception or, if some of them have their way, at the moment a woman says, "I do."

It is an indisputable fact that human beings are wrecking large parts of the planet and its climate, and either we reduce our population in

a humane way through birth control in all its facets, or we become victims to plots like the one outlined in this article. I wish there were at

least some politicians who could see the whole picture.
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“Unprecedented times?” Hardly. Have we so soon forgotten what happened a mere eighty years ago? This is obviously “unprecedented”

only by dimension. It’s obvious what’s going on to all but the cowardly, the brainwashed, and the simple minded and has been from day

one. But for those in the above referenced categories I’ll spell it out for you: this is the resurgence of feudalism preceded by the culling of

the herd through global genocide. Next we start starving. Have a nice day.
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I believe you are correct about the feudalism. They want to take us back to the Dark Ages when they ruled with little to no

opposition. "They", being the ones who created the "ends justify the means" credo. All roads lead to Rome is not just a saying.
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People have very short memories today (and getting shorter). And I am convinced that is by design. Eighty years ago? most today

don't know what happened eight DAYS ago!. And thanks to Operation Paperclip and the Vatican's "Rat Line" the Nahhhhzzzzeees

kept going, they just set up camp in the states (the HOME of eugenics) and South America. The German people were shnookered

and devastated - the Nahhzzees? not so much.   People can no longer think rationally or read a book. Everything must be in

pre-digested regurgitated "sound bites" - Like baby food.
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My take has been they developed this technology step-by-step, starting with AIDS and moving to SARS then MERS, using the

timing and consideration that last of the WWII survivors will not still be alive. Of course the corporations and wealthy who backed

both sides of that war, and WWI, are also behind this apparent WWIII.
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It would help if you would give the equivalent in pounds in your articles every time you mention metric amounts -- metric is meaningless

to many of us who are not good at =guring out the equivalents.
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most interesting >>>  bitchute.com/video/TvqRPvAAsStp
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www.bitchute.com/.../XmDQNw007Wke
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Mr Robb, can you tweak your link a bit? It doesn't work. Thanks.
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yesh Otis  the second one works >?>>   www.bitchute.com/.../XmDQNw007Wke  <<< this now new  just mostly kept on the

back-back-back burner for years
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I hope everyone notices that the mRNA vaXXXcines are not the same as in China or India. Why is that?
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What about vaccine transfer? Can unvaxed contract the deadly properties from the vaxed?
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My apologies up front bc this is not a laughing matter, but I cannot help but shake my head and almost =nd humor in this and that’s only

due to the sheer STUPIDITY of mankind.  Stupidity in tinkering around w these bioweapons, stupidity in playing God or even wanting to in

the =rst place, the stupidity and GREED of politicians who are “supposed” to be working for its people yet just making deals w the devil

(literally) to line their own pockets, and most of all the utmost STUPIDITY of the vast majority of the entire world population for

BELIEVING them and just going right along w all these crazy fkkg people, trusting them w with their own lives and their families lives just

bc greedy pharm cos and governments want them to. Stupidly, imo, Half of them truly do believe them and half just wont admit the truth

to themselves, or seek it out, bc it wd interrupt their precious day to day lives.  In some ways, honestly, these stupid azz people deserve it.

 IMO.  So glad im old.
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Makes one wonder if God really created us in His image! I don't think God is an idiot! But people sure are. They're in fact,

disgusting!
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People used to have some semblance of common sense BEFORE: Vuoride poisoning, vaccines, lead poisoning, pesticides, DDT,

Agent Orange, glyphosate, polluted water, polluted air, processed foods, GMOs, low fat foods, ultra pasteurized milk and dairy

products, Frakenfoods, depleted soil, arti=cial sweeteners, chemtrails, arti=cial growth hormones and antibiotics in beef and

poultry, sewage raised =sh, pharmaceuticals, etc. It's amazing people are still alive. God made our bodies extremely resilient, but

the abuse and poisons they are subjected to is utter insanity.
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Some very good commentary here but too much focus on covid and its drugs. Gui's broader, umbrella view is the most cogent at it

recognizes the bigger goals of the ruling elite. We may not know every one of their names but we do know the Rockefeller group has been

pushing population control for over 50 or 60 yrs. Since then there have been new morphs of that group of people as represented in the

Bilderberg group and the WEF, and not to forget the GATES consortium in its numerous forms. The same cast of characters show up and

their proxies.

While selling Capitalism and its divisive individualism ideology to the public, this group of highly monied and politically controlling

eugenicists work collectively to make decisions about the world and how to effect it with tactics such as total control of the mass media

and suppression of anything that contradicts, or even questions, the narrative. Covid is a perfect case to study this tactic. The ruling elite

has never been any different. In the US, we have a Constitution that provided a great myth for the masses while embedding the loopholes

in it that give the powerful ultimate control if the masses vote wrong or wake up to these loopholes.

My call is for people to get over their Party loyalties, see what is actually being done, question your belief systems which too often

contradict reality, and begin to talk together about the real issues and our real public needs. Clue--war is not one of them and neither are

the social issues that are used to create division while promoting totalitarianism.
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It has become clear that the cv19 jabs and Remdesivir have been modelled on snake and seashell venom. Cobra venom has 19 toxins

that effect different parts of the body, which could have something to do the naming of the virus, cv19 = cobra venom 19? See comments

by Dr Ardis on sites like Brighteon or Rumble.
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